Review of
GSA-16, GSA-37 & GSA-80 Gauges
Manufactured by Flight Illusion

Intro

During my ride around flightsim hardware I have had the chance of testing and reviewing
numerous modules and parts that all contributed greatly to the general flightsim experience.
However one thing that I had not tested was real time, old age analogue gauges since most cockpit
components today are from the modern age of aviation where the general cockpit layout has
changed to be a glass cockpit etc.
Today the old age gauges are mostly used as standby gauges and in some cockpit layouts the old
age gauges has completely been removed and replaced by huge TFT screens. I surely like the
modern age cockpits but I find the old age gauge to be very nostalgic and they reminds me of the
time where I flew smaller aircrafts myself.
I have had the chance of taking a look at 3 gauges from Flight Illusion which are the basic
instruments but at different levels of complexity and age. The first gauge is the GSA-37 Attitude
indicator gauge with central pitch which is the original old age gauge. The second gauge is the
GSA-16 Altitude indicator gauge which is a combo gauge of the old age altimeter and newer LED
display technology. The third and last gauge is a modern age gauge, the GSA-80 which is a replica
of the IAS/Mach gauge found in the famous Lockheed Martin F-16 Fighting Falcon.
To get all gauges to work I have also purchased the GSA-55PS which is not a gauge but a central
interface board (PCB) including the power supply, so that I can hock up the gauges to my
computer.

Purchase, Delivery & Packing

I purchased these units directly from Flight Illusion who is located in The Netherlands – well the
R&D and the production are located there and the sales department is located in Belgium. The
purchase went with ease because the website is very user friendly meaning that you just add the
unit you like to your basket and when finished just click to the check-out.
Just a heads-up – these units are normally for professional usage for real pilot training simulators
and due to the high quality and complexity of these gauges you might find the price range to be
very high. However I had a secondary mission with these gauges and that was to find out how
much they could increase my flightsim experience when being added to my home cockpit setup.
After the purchase was completed I was informed that the gauges would enter production and be
delivered directly when the production had completed. What I wasn’t aware of was that the
production lead-time was actually 3 weeks – this is of course not a problem but that could have
been nice information to have received prior to the purchase. This is just because when I order
some software or hardware I really want it urgently and now I had to wait for 3 weeks.
That said, the production was on schedule and the units were all sent in due time and the delivery
only took 36 hours from the production plant in The Netherlands to my office in Denmark. This
was quick and easy and I really like the fact that I was able to track and trace the consignment all
the way. The consignment was delivered to a SwipBox which gave me the opportunity to collect
the consignment myself outside office hours. This was important to me because at the arrival I was
not at the office.
The packing of the units were good and consisted of a special made cardboard support around the
units which held them firmly in place and then this combined unit was covered with some tight
fitted wrapping plastic/film so that the units were 100% fixed. This combined unit was then put
into a hard cardboard box which again features support so that the units were all fixed and unable
to move during transport.

Parts included

I purchased a set of gauges including the GSA-55PS which is the interface unit (PCB) including
power supply, so the complete consignment included both the 3x gauges, the PCB, the power
supply but also a custom made connection cable so that all gauges could fit on that one string and
did not need each their own. This was a really nice discovery because that helps keep my wiring
complexity in my home cockpit setup to a minimum. Only thing not included was the USB cable
from the PCB to the computer even though it is stated at Flight Illusions website that it should be
included – however the USB cable is just a standard connection USB cable as normally used for
other flightsim modules etc. so that was not an issue.

The power supply is a direct plug into the wall socket and then into a converter that converts the
220V down to the voltage used in the PCB which is 5/12 volts where the 5 volts is to drive the
stepper motors and the 12 volts is to power the lights. Well the conversion is to 12 volts and the
PCB takes care of the rest.
The connection wire is connected to the PCB using just one of the four connectors and then each
gauge will get each a connector so that the complete setup is just by using that one string. If I were
to max out the PCB then I could connect 16 gauges on each string making the total number of
gauges to be connected using this single PCB, at total of 64 gauges – that is quite impressive!

Software

Before being able to use the gauges you will need to install some software. All software can be
downloaded from Flight Illusions website and is of course free of charge. What you need is a USBto-COM driver which is an external download but the link to it you can find on Flight Illusions
website. I found that I already had a USB-to-COM driver so I did not have to do that download.
The second piece of software needed is the software created by Flight Illusion which enables you to
control and setup the gauges etc. This software is downloaded directly at Flight Illusions website
and here you can select specific flightsim versions as e.g. FS9, FSX, P3D, X-Plane and IL-2. This
review is done based on FSX so I of course downloaded the FSX version.
The download was quick due to the fact that the size of the file was limited and the connection to
Flight Illusions download server was really good. The installation was also very easy, just activating
the included installation wizard and after a few seconds the software was perfectly installed and
ready for use.
What the software does is to provide the interface with the flightsim and the gauges using FSUPIC
and also enables the simmer to customize his/hers setup. E.g. in the below image I have created my
own setup and named it Ray.cfg – to see the actual configuration I entered the “Configuration”
button.

Fig:1

The configuration is as shown here below (Fig:2) featuring all the 3 gauges that I have included on
my string and as example I have included Fig:3 which shows the specifics for the altimeter gauge
GSA-16.
What you can see is the ID number for each gauge which is defined automatically but which is also
editable so that I could re-number the gauges to be 1, 2 and 3 if I wanted to. Also is a description of
the device, a model number, a version number, both the first and second function and the
connection status. The reason for why the status is set as Unknown is simply because I had not
connected it to FSX yet.
You can also see that the ID 101 = the Digital/Analogue Altimeter does not feature a second function
which is correct because it only feature the altitude function, where e.g. the ID 103 Attitude
indicator features both a pitch function and a bank function etc.

Fig:2

In Fig:3 here below I have entered the specifics for the altimeter which opens up a control panel
where I can set various values, change the ID, the function, modes, backlights etc. The other two
gauges have similar control panels that of course are customized to their unique specialties.
When setup as wanted I just clicked the button Apply/Assign and the Ray.cfg that I had created
was/is automatically updated.

Fig:3

GSA-37 Attitude indicator blue/brown with central pitch indicator button

The first gauge that I tested was the GSA-37 which is an attitude indicator including the central
pitch indicator button. Flight Illusion has several different attitude indicator gauges and the reason
for why I selected this one, was simply because I wanted a gauge including the pitch function and
the blue/brown color reminded me of the cockpit of my Diamond HK-36 Super Dimona which I
used to fly.

This gauge is actually very complex and features two stepper motors, one to control the pitch and
one to control the bank. The bank is a 360 degree continuous roll and the pitch is a limited
increase/decrease which is supported by the bank function meaning that if you are to do a loop you
will see the pitch go up and suddenly the bank will rotate 180 degrees and give you the display of
exiting the loop. This is also as in real life so the indication works perfectly.
The motion of the gauges is smooth however compared to a real life attitude indicator the “wopple”
of the horizon is not 100% perfect but still it creates a highly realistic flight experience. The reason
for not getting the same effect then the real life gauges is probably because this gauge features the
stepper motors to drive the horizon.
The sound created from the two stepper motors a something that you can hear but it is really just a
low noise. When I did my first test of the gauge it was not mounted into any setup yet, so therefore
the sound was directly and of course noticeable. During a later test of the gauge where it was
mounted into a frame and then into a setup which shielded the back side of the gauge, the sound
became even lower.

As mentioned earlier the gauge also features the central pitch indicator button which is a feature
where the simmer can control the view of the pitch. You can on the images of the gauge see a
rotator at the bottom of the gauge and by turning this either clockwise or counter clockwise the
pitch display within the gauge will either raise or drop.
The button is quite firm which means that the simmer does need to be aware that he/she is actually
changing the pitch view of the gauge, which of course is a superb idea since this gauge could mean
life or death – well in real life anyway.
Overall I am very impressed by this gauge and the complexity that this gauge is built with. The
gauge itself is super slim and can fit into almost any panel without a huge re-build. The materials
used for this gauge are many and I am not able to make a list of them.
The specifics for the gauge are height and width of 83 mm, depth is only 27 mm and the weight is
app. 200 gr. Power requirements are 5/12 volts as described earlier and the gauge features two LEDs
for the backlight function. Connection is a daisy chain 10 pin on a flat cable.

GSA-16 Digital/Analogue Altimeter with IN/HG feature

The second gauge that I tested was the GSA-16 which is an altimeter both including an analogue
single needle indicator together with a digital LED display. Furthermore the gauge also features a
digital display of the IN/HG which can be edited by turning the rotator located in the bottom right
corner of the gauge.
Flight Illusion has a few different altimeter gauges and the reason why I selected this one for my
test and review, is because it features both the analogue but also the digital part. Hereby I had the
possibility to test a more advanced gauge then just the simple standard, old age, two needle
altimeter gauges.

This gauge features only one stepper motor which drives the altimeters analogue needle, two LED
displays and one rotator switch for controlling the Baro setup. The motion of the gauges needle is
as the GSA-37 super smooth and the sound from the stepper motor is almost absent.
My first test of the gauge was just a direct connection where the gauge was not mounted – even
though the gauge was completely exposed the sound level when it was active was so low that I
could barely hear it. Afterwards I mounted the gauge in a frame and put it into my test rig which
shielded the sound so much that I could not hear it at all.
The gauge can be programmed with the software to make use of either the HG value or the IN value
and after it has been activated in the software the simmer can manually increase or decrease the
value simply by rotating the Baro rotator switch either left or right.
The digital altimeter part is a five digit display where digit one and two (from the left side) are
bigger digits and digit 3, 4 and 5 are smaller digits. Max altitude reading can then be 99,999 feet.

Setting up the altimeter gauge was easy and I actually just applied the default settings in the
software and then started up FSX. The gauge immediately worked and gave me the exact reading
which was identical with the reading of the virtual altimeter.
When connecting the gauge to power and FSX the gauge automatically starts a small cycle where
the needle rotates – I am not absolutely sure, but I would assume that this is some kind of
calibration of the gauge. Then when starting a flight the gauge also again automatically sets the
correct altitude reading and not just MSL as 0 feet meaning that taking off from an airport located
at 1,300 feet MSL then the gauge will show the 1,300 feet MSL and not 0 feet. This is really nice and
gives the simmer a perfect and very realistic reading.
The data information for the altitude setting of course comes directly from FSX through FSUPIC
and then converted into readable data for the simmer. The updating speed of the data information
is one a few milliseconds which provide enough information for the gauge to activate the stepper
motor and give this super smooth and realistic motion.

The specifics for the gauge are height and width of 83 mm, depth is 37 mm and the weight is app.
280 gr. Power requirements are 5/12 volts as described earlier and the gauge features two LEDs for
the backlight function. Connection is a daisy chain 10 pin on a flat cable.
The materials used for this gauges is more or less identical with the materials used on the attitude
indicator and I was equally impressed with this gauges and the complexity it has and that it still
was super easy to connect – almost like a plug and play module.

GSA-80 F16 IAS and Mach meter

The third test was of the GSA-80 gauge which is a fairly new gauge within Flight Illusions product
range. The GSA-80 is a replica of the airspeed and Mach meter found in the famous Lockheed
Martin F-16 Fighting Falcon. The reason for why I selected this IAS gauge and not a standard B737
gauge with a barber pole was, because I wanted a gauge that was able to also indicate the Mach
speed and not just knots.

The GSA-80 features two stepper motors, one for driving the IAS needle from 0-800 knots and the
other for driving the secondary small faceplate within the gauge that shows the Mach number
corresponding to the IAS at a given altitude / air pressure.
The motion of the knots needle and the Mach faceplate is also super smooth and I noticed that even
though I accelerate to speeds beyond 800 knots, the Mach meters faceplate still continues to turn
and hereby it still provides the pilot with a reading.
I also did the first test of this gauge without it being mounted and the sound level for this gauge
resembles the altimeters 100% meaning that the sound was extremely low and when mounted into
a frame and into my test rig, the sound was completely gone.
Calibrating this gauge was however a bit tricky. You can twist the settings by using the software
where you can put in values that equal to your IAS and then value pointers on the 360 degree
rotation of the needle and faceplate but to do this I needed to measure the degree number for each
IAS indication and do the calculation of degrees to software values. Below is an image of the Gauge
Assignment and Setting together with the calibration table for the gauge.

First I needed to select which indicator I wanted to calibrate as e.g. I wanted to calibrate the IAS
needle and not the Mach meter, so I selected the corresponding needle and clicked the button
Calibrate which opens up the calibration window.

In the calibration window you see the Gauge Calibration area consisting of a “Value” input area to
the left and the “needle position” area to the right. Furthermore it is stated that value 0 equals 0
degrees and value 1079 equals 360 degrees. By doing a little bit of math I calculated that one degree
equals to value 2.997 which in my conversion would be 3.
Next part I had to do was to measure the degrees for each IAS indication number, and times that
number with 3 would equal the value for the needle position input in the right column. When
looking at the gauge it is easy to see that the IAS indication numbers are not with the same degree
proportion from e.g. 100 to 200 knots then e.g. from 400 – 500 knots, so therefore it was very
important to measure the correct degree angle for each IAS indication number to get the needle to
reach correctly. (The below numbers are not the 100% correct numbers, but instead one of my first
tries before I did the calculation)

The specifics for the gauge are height and width of 83 mm, depth is 27 mm and the weight is app.
230 gr. Power requirements are 5/12 volts as described earlier and the gauge features two LEDs for
the backlight function. Connection is a daisy chain 10 pin on a flat cable.
As the previous two gauges I was also very impressed with this gauge. It really does resemble the
real F-16 gauge down to even the smallest details and it is very clear to me that Flight Illusion does
not make compromises in the realism and quality of their gauges. The gauge is quite complex and
very advance and truly adds a lot to the flightsim experience for sure.

GSA-55PS Central Interface Board

The GSA-55PS is the central interface board which is a PCB that connects the gauges or even
modules to the computer. The CIB consists of a PCB with four connectors for the gauge/module
strings, a USB connection for the connection between the PCB and the computer and a power
supply connection that connects directly into a power convert which is connected directly into the
wall socket using 220 volts.
There is not that much to be said about the CIB other then it is a powerful PCB that can control a
huge number of gauge/modules and that it is based on a daisy chain solution so that the wiring
spaghetti is down to a minimal. Connection is easy and the PCB is ready to use as any plug and play
module. The dimensions for the PCB are app. 82 mm x 82 mm and with a total height of 15 mm.

Conclusion

My conclusion for this set of gauges including the PCB is that these units certainly are some very
professional units of a high level of quality. The design and realism is absolutely superb and the
gauges feel very authentic and create a super realistic atmosphere in the home cockpit. After trying
out these three gauges I cannot understand why I didn’t purchase a VSI and some navigational
instruments as well – that will for sure be something that I would invest in on a later point of time.
Connecting and setting up the gauges and the PCB was super easy – it was almost just plug and
play when the software was installed, except for the GSA-80 gauge which had to be calibrated
manually. When all gauges was setup the software could save that setup so that it only had to be
done once which is excellent.
Using the gauges in FSX does not require a lot of additional starting up time. Just start up the
Flight Illusion software which takes about 3 seconds before you start up FSX. The software will
align with FSX automatically and I found no loss in frame rates when applying these gauges to my
setup.
The software looked quite difficult to use at the beginning, but after taking a closer look to it I
discovered that it was actually quite simple and easy to use – it is built with a high level of logic
and if you are in doubt there is of course also a downloadable manual from Flight Illusions website
together with an FAQ and Forum section on their website as well.
Building the frame(s) for the gauges is also very easy since Flight Illusion has created a download
section on their website with actual 1:1 scale drawings of the cut-outs.
I rated these gauges individually but the rating was actually the same for each gauge which is a
perfect 5/5-Star rating. The gauges are absolutely a great addition to the home cockpit and I would
certainly recommend these gauge to my fellow simmers. I know the price tag is quite high, but in
my opinion they are defiantly worth every cent.
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